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Paris, April 6, 2020

Coface Barometer Q1 2020
COVID-19: heading towards a sudden global surge in business insolvencies
At first, the COVID-19 epidemic in China only affected a limited number of value chains – but
it has since turned into a global pandemic. Its repercussions have created a double shock –
supply and demand – that is affecting a large number of industries in all over the world. The
uniqueness of this crisis makes comparisons with the previous ones useless, as they all had
financial origins (e.g. global credit crisis of 2008-09, great depression of 1929). The question
is no longer which countries and sectors of activity will be affected by this shock, but rather
which few will be spared.
The shock could be even more violent in emerging economies: in addition to managing the
pandemic, which will be more difficult for them, they are also facing the fall in oil prices, as
well as capital outflows that have quadrupled compared to their 2008 levels.
In this context, Coface forecasts that 2020 will see the global economy’s first recession since
2009, with a growth rate of -1.3% (after +2.5% in 2019). Coface also expects recessions in 68
countries (vs only 11 last year), world trade to fall by 4.3% this year (after a -0.4% drop in
2019), and a 25% worldwide increase in business failures (compared to our previous January
forecast of +2%).

The largest increase in business failures since 2009: +25% expected in 2020
Companies’ credit risk will be very high even in a “best-case” scenario, where economic activity
gradually restarts in the third quarter of the year, and there is no second wave of the coronavirus
epidemic in the second half of 2020.
This trend in business failures would affect the United States (+39%) and all the main Western
European economies (+18%): Germany (+11%), France (+15%), United Kingdom (+33%), Italy
(+18%) and Spain (+22%). The shock could be even more violent in emerging economies: in
addition to managing the pandemic, which will be more difficult for them, they are also facing the fall
in oil prices, as well as capital outflows that have quadrupled compared to their 2008 level.

International trade volume to drop for the 2nd consecutive year; a possible modification of
goods international trade structure?
The risks weighing on the forecast of a 4.3% decline of world trade in volume in 2020 are downward,
as the numerous border closure announcements are not taken into account in Coface's forecasting
model (model based on oil prices, shipping costs, confidence of manufacturing companies in the
United States, and Korean exports as explanatory variables).
In the longer term, the COVID-19 crisis could also have consequences on the structure of global
value chains. The main source of companies’ vulnerability in the current context is their heavy
dependence on a reduced number of suppliers located in a few, or even a single country. Therefore,
increasing these numbers to anticipate possible supply chain disruptions will now be a priority for
companies.
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Most sectors affected, although some are spared
For businesses, the sudden confinement measures taken by governments in more than 40 countries
to stem the expansion of the COVID-19 virus, representing over half of the world's population, have
had immediate consequences.
These measures have resulted in a supply shock unlike any observed during previous major crises.
The initial shock was not due to a financial crisis, but related to the real economy: people cannot
work, and companies are experiencing disruptions to intermediate goods supply.
Tourism, hotels, restaurants, leisure, and transport are badly affected, as are almost all specialised
distributions segments and most of the manufacturing sectors (excluding the agri-food industry).
Other service sectors have been much less affected: telecommunications, water, and sanitation, to
name a few.
Accompanied to this supply shock is an equally brutal demand shock. Many consumers are
cancelling or postponing their expenditure on goods and services. In addition, household confidence
is being weakened by the impact of confinement.
Durable consumer goods such as vehicles will likely be among the most punished by this shock.
Other expenses, such as textiles and clothing, as well as electronics, are also likely to be reduced
to almost zero.
At the other end of the spectrum, the consumption of agri-food and pharmaceutical products might
actually benefit from this exceptional situation.
The pandemic’s political consequences
The most obvious consequence of the pandemic in the short term is the exacerbation of existing
geopolitical tensions.
The risk of a new wave of protectionist measures, targeting particularly the key sectors of the new
health and economic order (e.g. limiting exports of agri-food and/or pharmaceutical products,
deemed vital) cannot be excluded. The continuation of the US-China “trade war” targeting strategic
sectors, notably electronics, also remains a possibility. This could be reinforced by the presidential
campaign in the United States, and/or by the event of rising in social protests in one of these two
countries.

Click here for the full Coface Q1 2020 Barometer
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Coface: for trade
With over 70 years of experience and the most extensive international network, Coface is a leader in trade credit
insurance and adjacent specialty services, including Factoring, Debt Collection, Single Risk insurance, Bonding and
Information services. Coface’s experts work to the beat of the global economy, helping ~50,000 clients build successful,
growing, and dynamic businesses across the world. Coface helps companies in their credit decisions. The Group's
services and solutions strengthen their ability to sell by protecting them against the risks of non-payment in their
domestic and export markets. In 2019, Coface employed ~4,250 people and registered a turnover of €1.5 billion.

www.coface.com
COFACE SA. is listed on Compartment A of Euronext Paris.
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